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About DCI

The Leader in Marketing Places



Most economic development organizations (EDOs) don’t know where to begin when it 

comes to digital marketing. And when evaluating what their competitors are doing, 

they’re not receiving the best guidance: Messaging is off the mark; targeting is off the 

rails; measurement and strategy is off-the-charts awful. No wonder most places are off 

the radar of the very people they’re trying to reach.

So how do we fix it? In this ebook, we outline eight practical ways to make your digital 

advertising efforts work toward your organization’s business objectives—namely, 

generating inquiries. From content and strategy to targeting and measurement, we’ll 

outline key topics that can change the way you approach not only your paid media 

programs, but hopefully the rest of your marketing as well. Enjoy this deep dive that’s 

sure to help your marketing dollars work in your favor.

--Steve Duncan, DCI’s Vice President of Paid Media & Lead Generation



Avoid drowning your content strategy in a 
sea of sameness. 

Must-Do #1Must-Do #1



Place marketing has 
issues…

➢ The claims all sound the same. How many 
“unique selling propositions” have you read that 
aren’t so unique. You know, the ones where you 
could remove the location name and replace with 
any another? Claims like “we have a great 
workforce” or “we’re open for business” are 
overused & don’t help locations stand out. 

➢ Creativity trumps value. Creative brand 
statements are fun and marketers love them. 
Executives driven by sales and pure numbers, 
however, are less enthusiastic about broad 
statements that don’t convey a single point of 
value. Creativity is not a bad thing, but make sure 
to “get real,” real fast.

➢ The primary focus is the place; not the company. 
Let’s not forget that the reason we market is to 
attract others, not ourselves. Try reading your 
ads through another’s eyes, and ask yourself, 
would I even understand this? Or care at all?



“Whereas you might use features and benefits

in your marketing, the C-Suite needs credibility

and business case first. Your product and your 

brand are distractions. Features and benefits are 

white noise.”
SeraphScience, 

The Definitive Guide to C-Suite Marketing



The solution.
DCI believes in a content strategy 
built around indisputable reference 
points. In other words: data, third-
party facts & success stories.

1. Data points & 
visualizations

Find a visually engaging way to share 
various data points that position your 
community well, including:
➢ Market comparisons
➢ Demographic statistics
➢ Superlatives backed by statistics

Just make sure they’re relevant and from 
a reputable source. A 2018 Quartz Global 
Executive Survey found that executives 
rated data visualization over every other 
content type (such as video).

https://insights.qz.com/ges/2018/


2. Verifiable 
Third-Party Facts 

& Rankings

Third-party validation from PR successes or 
other organic media clippings—the more 
respected the outlet, the better—make 
excellent content to feature in your 
creative. 

Headlines or media quotes are digital gold, 
as are data-backed statements positioning 
your region as “The Best…”, “The Most…” 
or “The First…” 

3. Success stories & 
testimonials

Companies tend to trust the experience of 
their colleagues. Featuring other 
employers and their case studies—though 
challenging at times—can be among the 
most effective content in communicating 
your location’s story.

Testimonials and quotes from executives in 
your community will capture attention, 
especially if it’s a recognizable brand. 



Examples



See awareness & lead generation
campaigns as complementary, not 

mutually exclusive.

Must-Do #2Must-Do #2



Why limit the focus of a 
campaign to just part of 
the audience?

➢ Why are the goals of awareness and lead 
generation campaigns often so 
different? It’s rare to find a company that 
wants to locate to a region they don’t 
know about. Then again, what if they are 
entering a relocation decision…will your 
broader awareness campaign fly right 
over their head, missing the opportunity 
to catch their attention?

➢ If you’re supporting business objectives, 
support them by marketing to the full 
spectrum of potential buyers. Given the 
confidentiality of most projects, it’s 
nearly impossible to know when 
someone is expanding. So play the whole 
field, not part of it.



When DCI creates ads that may be considered “lead generation” 
messaging, we actually see stronger top-line awareness 
metrics. Why? We’re talking about value. We’re highlighting 
data that’s relevant. And we’re not worrying about “awareness 
v. lead generation.” Instead, we’re putting valuable information 
out there and letting the audience that finds it relevant engage.

With this in mind, start thinking more holistically and viewing 
“awareness v. lead generation” strategies as having to do more 
with nuances in channels and targeting, not messaging and 
divergent goals within a singular organization.



Channels & Targeting
Certain digital channels lend themselves better to generating broader awareness, 
while others are more lead-focused. However, the messaging and goals of a campaign 
can still be the same. Put another way: An orchestra has many different instruments, 
but all of them play to the same tune. It’s time to start directing, maestro!

Awareness Lead Generation

• LinkedIn S.C.
• Display
• Native
• Third-party content

• Paid search
• LinkedIn InMail
• Remarketing
• Account-matching



Elevate context over creativity.

Must-Do #3



EconDev is a low-
volume, low-
frequency game.

We’re not dealing with consumer 
audiences or even B2B software. 
Some companies might only go 
through an expansion once in their 
life-time, or every five years.

Many young 
companies don’t even 
know EDOs exist.

Serial investors work with EDOs 
frequently, but that is a small 
percentage of projects each year. 
Most companies are unaware of an 
EDO’s purpose or its various services.



Share your content, 
but frame it.

Too often in pursuit of creative genius, 
EDOs forget that site selection isn’t on 
everyone’s mind regularly. Alas, they 
completely befuddle the end 
audience, miss an opportunity to 
make an impression and, ultimately, 
waste their money. Don’t get cute!

Lead with a corporate 
site selection pain 

point.

One way to make sure you’re audience 
knows what you’re talking about is to 
address one of their pain points. Some hot 
topics in business expansion include:

➢ Workforce Quantity & Quality
➢ Operational Costs
➢ Supply Chain
➢ Location and Market Access



Ask a question about 
growth and expansion.

What’s better to make your point than to 
spell it out for someone? Consider making 
the messaging of your ad clear and let 
users know what type of content is on the 
landing page they’ll visit. Framing it as a 
question is an effective technique.

As a side benefit, if they’re not interested, 
they’re not clicking, which saves you 
money. Win…win!

Get specific with your 
value proposition.

Avoid broad, generalized statements 
that don’t mean much to most people. 
Instead, get specific with your data 
points, facts and success stories. 

No one wins with ambiguity or 
complexity. Keep it simple. Keep it clear. 
Keep it real.



In other words, does it stand up to the “so what?” 
question to anyone outside of our industry?



Examples



Embrace third-party content.

Must-Do #4



Case Study

The Challenge: Chipotle had issues with food safety. Although they were 
working to address the issue and had a focus on high quality ingredients, their 
messaging was getting lost under the news of the outbreaks they were having 
around food safety. 

The Solution: The company used native advertising to expand the reach of 
different articles that were being written about how it was taking the proper 
precautions to address the food safety, despite the results. Ads directed to 
third-party articles—not Chipotle’s website—in an effort to rebuild its brand, 
often times without people realizing who was behind the effort.



An example from EconDev…

What They Did: Sent LinkedIn 
InMails to specific companies 
directing users to stories in 
reputable media outlets, rather 
than the Columbus website. 

al, well-known media outlets like 
Forbes and The New York Times to 
tell Columbus’ story on its behalf, 
building trust in the process.



If you’re spending 
more than $200k per 
year…

…consider dedicating 
10% of your budget to 
third-party content.



Some Useful Platforms to Expand the Reach 
of Positive Stories: 



Stop advertising to attainable audiences.

Must-Do #5



Let’s race: You advertise to a consultant and I’ll 
call them. Go…



Site selection 
consultants are not 
difficult to reach.

➢ They’ll talk by phone.

➢ They’ll meet at their office.

➢ They’ll attend a lunch.

➢ They’ll read your email.

So why are so many EDOs using paid 
media to communicate with them?



DCI Asked a Site Consultant: 
“What is the #1 thing EDOs can do to better work with you?”

His answer: “Develop a 
relationship with me.”



There’s no need to…

➢ …spend significant dollars on site 
selection channels.

➢ …geotarget the Site Selectors 
Guild.

➢ …let your local agency include 
them in your target audience 
profiles.

No need. None. Nada.

Spend the money on audiences that 
are hard to reach, not the low 
hanging fruit.



Evade the trap of volume over quality.

Must-Do #6



Myth: Higher volume means more 
awareness, which means more success.



Reality: For an EDO, more volume may mean more 
wasted money and more irrelevant audiences. 

➢ The universe of companies to target is quite 
large.

➢ The pool of decision-makers within those 
companies is a bit more niche, but still quite 
large.

➢ Those nearing a site selection process that 
are a fit for your community…well, that’s 
much, much smaller.

Companies & 
executives 
considering 
expansion in 
your sectors

B2B audiences

Decision makers



Too much volume 
may mean…

➢ …your targeting may be off.

➢ …you’re wasting money on non-
relevant “buyers.”

➢ …you may be measuring the 
wrong things.

➢ …your ad content may be too 
general, attracting “curiosity” 
seekers rather than people 
interested in what you’re saying.



Avoid the Volume Trap

4. Push yourself to measure “next 
step” metrics. Volume is a lazy 
measurement. Instead, make sure 
the numbers mean something and 
push for deeper insights. 

3. Don’t be shy…ask for what you want. 
Get to the point in your ad copy and be 
clear with what you’re requesting. This 
will ensure those that aren’t interested 
don’t eat up your budget.

2. Follow the demographics. Many 
digital channels provide 
demographics reports on the 
audience you’re targeting. Pay 
attention to make sure you’re hitting 
the right people.

1. Make sure your ad content is 
congruent with landing page content. 
If the two diverge, that “high traffic” 
will be wasted. Don’t be tempted to 
“tease” the audience to get their click, 
only to not deliver the goods in the 
end.



Treat your key content pages like 
landing pages.

Must-Do #7



Just as web design has shifted to mobile first…



…so too should we be thinking landing page-first. 



Landing pages exist to generate certain actions like 
downloads or event sign-ups. 

Your key content pages (i.e. industries, 
workforce/demographics, incentives, etc.) should 

be designed the same way.

It’ll concentrate your audience’s attention, not to 
mention it’ll focus your own message.



Think pathways. 

What should my audience 
do once they’re here? Or 
where should they go 
next?



Think actions.

Are my CTAs and conversions 
color-contrasted, relevant & 
interesting?



Think layout.

Is it logical? Is it a wall of 
copy? Am I telling my story 
through data, facts and/or 
success stories?



Measure like it’s 2099.

Must-Do #8



Not Measuring

Clicks & CTRs

“Conversions”

ROI
Leads

The Evolution of Measurement in EconDev

Our industry is 
here.

You should at least 
be here.



Caution: If you use gated content 
to uncover the identity of a 
potential corporate prospect, are 
you getting enough quality leads to 
justify what you’re losing?

From what we hear from others, 
the loss is not worth the gain. So 
how else can we measure success?



Not your parents’ 
conversions…

Conversions are typically considered form 
fills on gated content of some sort.

Instead, they can be defined as actions 
you purposefully want your audience to 
take:

➢ Newsletter sign-ups
➢ PDF downloads
➢ Direct phone & email inquires to listed 

contact information
➢ Form fills
➢ Video views
➢ Social subscribers



To Elevate8
In Review

1. Avoid drowning your content strategy in a sea of sameness.
2. See awareness & lead generation campaigns as complementary, not 

mutually exclusive.
3. Elevate context over creativity.
4. Embrace third-party content.
5. Stop advertising to attainable audiences.
6. Evade the trap of volume over quality.
7. Treat your key content pages like landing pages.
8. Measure like it’s 2099.
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Planning out your digital advertising strategy?
We’d love to chat.

Visit us online at:
https://aboutdci.com/services/digital/

…or contact us directly:
steve.duncan@aboutdci.com

https://aboutdci.com/services/digital/
mailto:steve.duncan@aboutdci.com

